A model for the reaction pathways of the K+-dependent phosphatase activity of the (Na+ + K+)-dependent ATPase.
(Na+ + K+)-dependent ATPase preparations from rat brain, dog kidney, and human red blood cells also catalyze a K+ -dependent phosphatase reaction. K+ activation and Na+ inhibition of this reaction are described quantitatively by a model featuring isomerization between E1 and E2 enzyme conformations with activity proportional to E2K concentration: (formula; see text) Differences between the three preparations in K0.5 for K+ activation can then be accounted for by differences in equilibria between E1K and E2K with dissociation constants identical. Similarly, reductions in K0.5 produced by dimethyl sulfoxide are attributable to shifts in equilibria toward E2 conformations. Na+ stimulation of K+ -dependent phosphatase activity of brain and red blood cell preparations, demonstrable with KCl under 1 mM, can be accounted for by including a supplementary pathway proportional to E1Na but dependent also on K+ activation through high-affinity sites. With inside-out red blood cell vesicles, K+ activation in the absence of Na+ is mediated through sites oriented toward the cytoplasm, while in the presence of Na+ high-affinity K+ -sites are oriented extracellularly, as are those of the (Na+ + K+)-dependent ATPase reaction. Dimethyl sulfoxide accentuated Na+ -stimulated K+ -dependent phosphatase activity in all three preparations, attributable to shifts from the E1P to E2P conformation, with the latter bearing the high-affinity, extracellularly oriented K+ -sites of the Na+ -stimulated pathway.